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Fig.24. Micrographs of black microbial mats (Ma-3) collected from Malkinskie hot springs. Optical (A ;
optical light, B ; epifluorescence) micrographs showing the filamentous cyanobacteria attached
with red particles. SEM image and EDX spectrum (C) of filamentous bacteria showing high concentration of S and Si with traces of Ca and Fe. Analytical point is marked by arrow.
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Fig.25. Micrographs of reddish brown microbial mats (Ma-4) collected from Malkinskie hot springs. Optical (A ; optical light, B ; epifluorescence) micrographs showing diversity of cyanobacterial and
bacterial cells formed colonies. Cyanobacterial cells contain chlorophyll designated by the red
color. SEM image and EDX spectrum (C) of short rods-shaped bacteria showing the high content
of Si associated with Al, P, K, Ca, and Fe. Analytical point is marked by arrow.
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Fig.26. Micrographs of white microbial mats (Ma-5) collected from Malkinskie hot springs. Optical (A ;
optical light, B ; epifluorescence) micrographs showing filamentous algae with sulfur bacteria.
SEM image (C) of sulfur bacteria and algal filaments remaining together in cluster. EDX spectra
showing the high concentration of Si associated with P, S, and Ca. Analytical points are marked
by arrows.
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Fig.27. Micrographs of grey microbial mats (Ma-6) collected from Malkinskie hot springs. Optical (A ;
optical light, B ; epifluorescence) micrographs show colony of spherical cyanobacteria associated
with mineral particles. SEM image and EDX spectra (C) of spherical bacteria and mineral particles showing the high concentration of Al, Si, Ca, Ti, and Fe associated with Mg, P, and S. Analytical points are marked by arrows.
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Fig.28. Micrographs of black microbial mats (N 1-2) collected from Nachikinskie hot springs. Optical
(A ; optical light, B ; epifluorescence) micrographs show filamentous cyanobacterial cells attached with mineral particles. SEM image and EDX spectra (C) of bacterial cells and mineral
particles show the high concentration of S and Ca in bacteria (①), whereas the particles are rich
in Si and Fe (②). Analytical points are marked by arrows.
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5. Conclusions
Basing on the results of field measurement, laboratory analytical data and electron microscopic observation and preceding discussion the following conclusions can be drawn
from this study.
1. Water qualities in all sampling points showed almost neutral pH excepting in Vilyuchinskie, which was a little alkaline in character. Besides this, EC, Eh, DO, and water temperature ranged between 0.08〜1.78 mS/cm, -350〜130 mV, 0.7〜4.5 mg/l and 35〜91oC, respectively.
2. Elemental concentration of both microbial mats and hot springs water was mainly composed of Fe, As, Si, Ca, S, and Mn with other elements in traces.
3. The predominantly γ-ray ranged between 320〜380 keV dominateing in green and black
-colored microbial mats at Vilyuchinskie hot springs.
4. Optical and scanning electron microscopic observations revealed that the microbial mats
at these springs were mainly composed of a large number of microorganisms such as bacteria (coccus, bacillus, and filamentous), cyanobacteria, and algae in association with minerals.
5. Fluorometric enumeration of bacteria in the thermal waters of Vilyuchinskie hot springs
indicated the bacterial population size was about 103〜104 cells ml-1 indicating a low number of bacteria. Neveetheless, the high fraction of active bacteria (27 % to 91 %) denoted
biogeochemical activity.
To our knowledge, this is the first time investigation of microscopic and chemical
analyses of microbial mats consisting of microorganisms in association with ambient γ-ray
analysis at the high and low temperature hydrothermal systems of Kamchatka has been reported.
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